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Abstract
Scientists increasingly rely on simulation runs of complex models in lieu of cost-prohibitive or infeasible experimentation. The
data output of many controlled simulation runs, the ensemble, is used to verify correctness and quantify uncertainty. However,
due to their size and complexity, ensembles are difficult to visually analyze because the working set often exceeds strict memory
limitations. We present a navigable ensemble analysis tool, NEA, for interactive exploration of ensembles. NEA’s pre-processing
component takes advantage of the data similarity characteristics of ensembles to represent the data in a new, spatially-efficient
data structure which does not require fully reconstructing the original data at visualization time. This data structure allows a
fine degree of control in working set management, which enables interactive ensemble exploration while fitting within memory
limitations. Scientists can also gain new insights from the data-similarity analysis in the pre-processing component.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): Visualization [Human-centered computing]: Visualization applica-
tion domains—Scientific visualization

1. Introduction

In today’s science and engineering, simulations often replace cost-
prohibitive or infeasible experimentation. As complex computa-
tional models for such experimentations become prevalent, the re-
sulting ensemble data output are more easily available than before.
These datasets are important for verifying stability of predictions,
quantifying uncertainty, and evaluating the sensitivity of key pa-
rameters, and provide a key role in the reproducibility of science.
Due to the large number of simulation runs that are typically ex-
ecuted, the resulting ensemble dataset has an extra layer of com-
plexity beyond the usual volumetric and time-varying aspects of
the data. As a result, these datasets are very large and challenge
current visualization algorithms and systems.

Ensemble visualization and analysis is a long-standing problem,
and a wide variety of solutions have been proposed. For example,
frameworks have been developed for specific domain science appli-
cations [SZD∗10] [HMZ∗14] [BLLS16], as well as ensemble anal-
ysis targeting general cases [PWB∗09] [OBJ16]. Visual exploration
is a critical phase in the data analysis process that allows users to
make the hypotheses needed for analysis. However due to I/O and
memory bottlenecks on personal machines, interactive exploration
has been challenging.

We created three defining guidelines for an exploratory ensem-
ble visualization application based upon a natural use-case. Such a
tool must: (i) be able to visualize a single run over all time steps, (ii)
allow switching between runs at will, and (iii) be able to visualize

agreement across multiple runs. Current software packages, such as
VisIt and ParaView, present a time-tested and intuitive interface for
exploration and fulfill the first requirement. However they may in-
cur costly loading times when switching between runs (the second
requirement).

In this paper, we present NEA, an exploratory ensemble analy-
sis and visualization tool that significantly reduces the spatial com-
plexity of ensemble datasets to enable interactive visual exploration
and analysis. NEA takes advantage of the expected data similar-
ity between runs of an ensemble and between time steps within
a run. The data is stored in a new spatially-efficient data struc-
ture that does not require full dataset reconstruction at visualiza-
tion time. The data structure allows for a fine degree of control
over the visualization working set, allowing the data to more eas-
ily fit within memory limitations. The data structure also fits well
with disk cache, accelerating load times while traversing an en-
semble. This in turn enables interactive visualization using existing
rendering methods. Additionally, the data similarity analysis done
by NEA’s processing step allows for a fast ensemble agreement
analysis.

We describe the methodology for computing the data structure
in Section 3. In Section 4, we demonstrate the efficacy of NEA’s
reduction using a Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) super-
storm ensemble using various parameters. The ensemble itself is
described in Section 4.1. We then show that NEA produces faithful
recreations of the original data at visualization time on a class of
machine smaller than the status quo for large-scale visualization.
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We demonstrate how input parameters during the processing com-
ponent affect the results, and we provide a profiling tool based on
heuristics to aid in parameter selection. We conclude our findings
in Section 5.

2. Related Works

Balsa Rodriguez et. al [BGI∗14] have begun characterizing the
task of volumetric data reduction and have begun a taxonomy of
the process. The various compression techniques surveyed show
that working set management, or an “adaptive working set,” al-
low for large-scale visualization in restricted memory conditions in
the context of GPUs. Additionally, data segmentation, transforma-
tion, and restructuring have been shown to aid in visualizing time-
varying volume data. However we present our work with some key
differences and considerations.

The first is that we put emphasis on and target ensemble data.
These datasets present an issue of scale in that there are now mul-
tiple sequences of large, time-varying volumes. Visual exploration
of these datasets is difficult due to their size. Second, we target
general-use computing hardware used for visualization, such as
personal laptops. Even on these machines, today’s “Little Iron,”
high-quality direct volume rendering is tractable with CPU solu-
tions.

2.1. Direct Volume Rendering

Proven methods exist for volume rendering, such as shader im-
plementations on GPUs and fast CPU-based ray tracing libraries
like Intel’s OSPRay [WJA∗16]. Software packages like VisIt
[CBW∗12] and ParaView [AGL∗05] present an interface for these
powerful rendering solutions, allowing for interactive volume ren-
dering. However, regardless of the number of GPUs or multi-
/many-core processors present, the main limitation for ensemble
datasets is memory. On large-scale machines, memory may not be
a bottleneck, but such machines have restricted access and an as-
sociated utilization cost. It is difficult to manage and maintain the
ensemble analysis and visualization working set to fit within the
much more stringent memory limitations of commodity machines.
By controlling the working set, simple existing rendering methods–
such as VTK’s built-in CPU ray casting renderer [SML06]–can be
used for interactive ensemble exploration.

2.2. Ensemble Analysis and Visualization

The use case for ensemble analysis and visualization is very broad,
as it applies to any domain science work that studies or uses
simulation data. Researchers have applied ensemble analysis to
specific domain science applications, such as ocean simulation
analysis [HMZ∗14], weather and climate prediction and analy-
sis [SZD∗10] [BLLS16], and particle physics analysis [PPA∗12].
On the other hand, more generalized ensemble visualization frame-
works have been developed. These applications and frameworks
enable efficient and detailed agreement or trend analysis [OBJ16]
[DDW14] [CZC∗15] [PWB∗09]. Different methods of efficiently
comparing ensemble members have been developed as well, such
as using hierarchical clustering [Hao15]. These applications also

display a variety of visualization methods, include isosurfaces col-
ored by a scalar, spaghetti plots and glyphs, heat maps, two-
dimensional projections [AHP∗10] [BGOJ15], or newly-created vi-
sualization methods. Ensemble analysis and visualization has been
succinctly characterized by Obermaier and Joy [OJ14].

These applications are highly informative and provide complex
analysis useful for scientists. However exploration of ensemble
data has proved a challenge, due in large part to memory and I/O
limitations on the machines used for visualizations. These bottle-
necks prevent large volumes being held in memory, or make load-
ing and transferring the data impractical.

2.3. Large-Scale Visualization

The current status on visualization and analysis machines, dubbed
the “Little Iron,” suggest that they exist as a percentage of the large-
scale systems, the “Big Iron” [BVS∗11]. The status quo for visual-
ization systems is approximately 10% of the Big Iron, the machine
on which simulations are run. Big Iron systems have restricted ac-
cess and are in general expensive to utilize. Utilization costs can be
described in terms of currency or CPU hours, both of which can be
quickly exhausted by interactive remote visualization sessions.

In situ visualization approaches this by not saving data in lieu
of visualizing while the data is in memory during simulation
time [BAA∗16]. VisIt and ParaView provide Libsim [WFM11] and
Catalyst/Cinema [AJO∗14], respectively, to allow using the ap-
plications for in situ visualization. By providing a set of images,
users could interactively explore ensembles without the necessary
requirements for storage or memory. However, post-hoc visualiza-
tion and analysis is still critical to many scientists. For example,
proposals to the National Science Foundation (NSF) must include
a data management policy, outlining how data will be stored and
accessible [nsf]. That is, any data resulting from a simulation must
be stored and available for use after the original work has been
completed. The peer-accessibility of such data is critical to the re-
producibility of scientific works.

We define a ratio between the performance of the simulation ma-
chine to the visualization machine as the machine ratio, or MR.
The MR could represent the relative performance in terms of CPU
cores, GPU(s), memory, or a combination of the three. On personal
machines–such as laptops–the most limiting resource is memory,
so a memory-based MR is most appropriate.

The superstorm simulation was run on a cluster with 4 TB of
memory distributed among 512 nodes. If visualizing on the same
machine, the MR would be 1:1. If the MR were 10:1, i.e. the status
quo, the visualization machine would contain roughly 400 GB of
memory. Standard laptops today come with memory ranging be-
tween 4 and 16 GB. Section 4.3 demonstrates performance on a
laptop with 8 GB memory, or an MR of 512:1. By shrinking the
requirements of the visualization machine, large ensemble data can
be more accessible for reproducibility and further study.

2.4. Hierarchical Structuring

Methods for restructuring data into a hierarchical representation
have been used for large volumes. These techniques build hierar-
chical structures utilizing temporal coherence [JEG12] [NCD15],
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Figure 1: An overview of the NEA processing pipeline. The two processing stages are computed in sequence with three user input parameters
controlling different aspects of the pipeline. The final output is a codebook file that can be read by the visualization component.

or spatial and temporal features [LPD∗02] [CJLH05] [SCM99].
Additionally, structures may be built around features in his-
tograms [IVJ12]. Temporal coherence may not necessarily scale
well across the different runs of an ensemble dataset.

Hierarchical structures enable providing details on demand dur-
ing rendering. Similar to level-of-detail models for polygonal
meshes, the amount of detail provided increases as the camera nears
the object. Level of detail may also vary as a function of position
within the volume itself [GWGS02]. A dictionary-based hierarchi-
cal method optimized for GPU decompression and rendering has
been studied as well [GGM12].

These out-of-core techniques provide a structure representing
the data at various levels. However, our approach does not require
building these trees at varying levels. By applying deduplication,
we can remove repeated data without the need to remove fine de-
tails at any resolution. Additionally, once a volume is reconstructed
during visualization time, users are free to interact with the volume
with no additional loading or processing required.

2.5. Data Reduction and Compression

A common tactic for lossless data compression is deduplication,
which segments the data and replaces duplicate segments with a
reference to an original copy. This is a known technique used of-
ten in the data storage and encryption communities [PP14] for
everyday workstation storage efficiency [MB12] and cloud stor-
age [SSAK14] [SBGV12]. This technique can be applied to scien-
tific ensemble data by dividing volumes into blocks and removing
repeated blocks across the ensemble. This leverages the expected
data similarity between runs. Additionally, this provides more con-
trol over managing the working set, as individual blocks can be
loaded as needed instead of whole volumes.

Data segmentation for working set management has been
applied to data for visualization purposes in previous works,
where segments are uniform [FMA05] [NH93] or based on fea-
tures [BWT∗11]. However these approaches do not target ensemble
volumes, nor do they apply deduplication to the divided segments.

Lossy data compression can be used with scientific data as well.
Compression at the floating-point level is possible [Lin14]. Vector
quantization [FMA05] [NH93] [SW03] and wavelet-based trans-
formations [IP99] [Rod99] have been used to reduce the footprint

of volume data as well. Guthe and Straßer [GWGS02] in partic-
ular show that wavelet transformation for volume data followed
by entropy encoding and run-length Huffman encoding provides
fast compression and decompression with high compression ratios.
Combined with a fast method for calculating a compression thresh-
old [DJ94] shows that data can be quickly compressed and later
decompressed at visualization time.

These methods of data reduction can be employed at different
levels of data hierarchy that exist in an ensemble dataset. We show
that deduplication can be used to exploit large scale similarity fea-
tures across the entire ensemble to reduce the overall data represen-
tation into a set of unique blocks. Conventional data compression
techniques, such as vector quantization through principal compo-
nent analysis or wavelet transformation, can then be used to reduce
the smaller-scale features present at the block level.

3. Methodology

NEA consists of two main components: a one-time processing
component that generates a codebook for a given ensemble, and
a visualization component that intelligently manages the working
set while rendering. The processing component is performed in two
stages, described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The first is a serial Python
application that analyzes the ensemble and performs deduplication.
The second stage performs a dimensionality reduction to the dedu-
plicated data and saves the reduced data as a codebook. Our im-
plementation leverages principal component analysis (PCA) for re-
duction, but this choice is modular and other methods can be used
instead.

The overall processing pipeline is described in Figure 1. The new
codebook data structure contains grids that define the volumes of
an ensemble, and a block lookup table (a hash table), that contains
a mapping between block IDs and data. The visualization com-
ponent, described in Section 3.4, streams data from the codebook
when volumes are requested by the user.

3.1. Ensemble Characteristics

Ensemble datasets can conceptually be described as a two dimen-
sional grid such that each row is an ensemble member, or run, con-
sisting of several timesteps. This ensemble space is illustrated in
Figure 2. Supposing an ensemble has R runs, each containing T
timesteps, then each element Ert , for r ∈ [1,R], t ∈ [1,T ], of this
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Figure 2: Conceptual depiction of an ensemble. The vertical axis
represents different runs of the simulation, while the horizontal axis
represents the timesteps. Thus each element Ert is a single vol-
ume from the ensemble. Similarity is expected across runs, as they
are the result of the same model. Similarity between subsequent
timesteps in a run is governed by the temporal granularity of the
data and by the variables’ rate of change.

Figure 3: An example of the NEA visualization component. This
shows run 1, timestep 30 of the ensemble. Blocks are loaded as
needed, keeping the memory usage low, when visualizing the en-
semble.

grid is a single volume from the ensemble. This conceptual model
is useful for understanding the characteristics of an ensemble, as
well as understanding the scope of ensemble analysis and visual-
ization.

A typical process applied to ensemble datasets is agreement; that
is, whether multiple simulation runs agree with one another. In the
context of the two dimensional ensemble grid, this can be described
as comparing rows against one another. That is, the elements Ert for
r ∈ [1,R] are expected to be similar.

3.2. Deduplication

The general process for deduplication is (i) divide data into blocks,
(ii) create a unique identifier for each block, and (iii) remove dupli-
cated blocks and replace them with references to identifiers. These
three steps are shown in Figure 1 in the Deduplication Stage.

To make comparisons efficient, volumes are divided into
uniformly-shaped blocks of a user-defined size x× y× z, the block
size. The resulting grid has dimensions equal to the ceiling of the
original volume’s dimensions divided by the block size. If the origi-
nal volume’s dimensions are not a multiple of the block size, blocks

along the edge will contain fill values as padding. For example,
the superstorm dataset contains volumes of size 254× 254× 37.
With a block size of 4× 4× 4, the resulting grid would be of size
64× 64× 10. Because none of the dimensions are a multiple of
4, blocks along the far edges of each dimension will be padded.
Each block is given a five-dimensional coordinate (r, t, i, j,k) where
r, t is a volume’s location in the ensemble space, and i, j,k are the
block’s coordinates within that volume’s grid. This coordinate de-
fines a unique location in the ensemble, and serves as a block ID.

Comparing blocks against one another by iteratively comparing
every floating-point value within them would be a time-consuming
O(n3) algorithm. Instead, we flatten the block’s data into a one-
dimensional vector, generate a hash value for the block using the
SHA256 algorithm, and compare the resulting hash values to one
another. To mitigate the hash algorithm’s sensitivity to input values,
we first round the data in the flattened vector. The decimal place to
which values are rounded can be chosen by the user. Looser deci-
mal place restrictions increases the likelihood of multiple blocks re-
ducing to the same hash (i.e. the blocks contain equivalent data), but
also decreases the accuracy of the final data representation. Hashed
blocks are then compared one-to-one across the entire ensemble.
This allows for checking for similarity between runs, where it is
expected, as well as between timesteps. Additionally, this can catch
similarity between blocks that are both spatially and temporally
distant. After comparing hashes, we obtain a mapping between a
single hash value to one or more block locations.

A single block is chosen from each group of matching blocks to
represent the group in the deduplicated dataset. This block is given
a canonical ID and its data is stored in the block lookup table. All
other blocks in the group receive the same canonical ID, mapping
similar blocks across the ensemble to a single copy of the data. Fi-
nally, the codebook data structure is generated containing a block
lookup table and a set of grids. The block lookup table maps canon-
ical IDs to data from the dataset, and describes the minimum rep-
resentative set for the ensemble–the smallest set of unique blocks
that can be used to recreate any volume in the ensemble. The grids
in the codebook describe which block should be loaded into which
location to rebuild any given volume in the ensemble.

3.3. Data Reduction

To further minimize the footprint of the codebook on disk, we apply
a known data reduction technique. We tested an implementation of
principal component analysis (PCA) to compress data at the block
level. However other methods can be used as well, as shown in Sec-
tion 4.5. A trade-off to this step is that choosing fewer components
for greatly reduced data representation results in lower accuracy.
Since both methods present lossy compression, values after per-
forming the inverse transformation may have missing information
or stray outside the original bounds of the variable.

3.3.1. PCA

The blocks of data stored in the block lookup table are used as input
for PCA. Each block is transformed into a one-dimensional vector.
In vector representation, each block can be considered as a point
in an n-dimensional coordinate system, where n is the product of
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Figure 4: Comparison screenshots from the NEA visualization component. The original volume from run 1, timestep 39 is shown on the left,
while the right shows the same volume loaded from a codebook. The parameters chosen for the codebook were designed to cause many blocks
to be deduplicated and were then heavily compressed. The result was a codebook almost 7x smaller than the original that has noticeable
artifacts, but still faithfully shows all large-scale and some small-scale features.

the block size dimensions. Users can choose any number of com-
ponents in [0,n] for transformation. After PCA is applied, the block
lookup table in the codebook holds a map from unique block IDs
to a vector of transformed data. Finally, the basis vectors are saved
alongside the transformed codebook as a metadata file.

3.4. Visualization

The NEA visualization component presents a simple graphical in-
terface for exploring a given codebook. The interface is built with
VTK’s Python bindings. It uses VTK’s built-in CPU-based ray cast-
ing renderer for volume rendering.

When initialized, the tool presents users with the volume from
the first run and first timestep of the dataset. Users are able to move
forward and backward through the timesteps of a run, as well as
switch between runs, with keyboard interaction. This allows the
NEA visualization tool to remain consistent with the conceptual
ensemble space shown in Figure 2. An example of the simple in-
terface presented is shown in Figure 3, which shows a codebook
with the following parameters: 16× 16× 16 block size, 0 decimal
place approximation (i.e. integer rounding), and 512 components
for PCA (1/8 of maximum possible).

During visualization, the tool can leverage NEA’s codebook
structure to manage the working set with a fine degree of control.
The codebook allows for single blocks to be streamed in without
loading the entire set of blocks into memory. As blocks are loaded,
they can be inversely transformed using the PCA basis vectors. The
visualization tool thus maintains two main data structures: (i) the
current volume’s grid describing which block ID contains the data
for a certain region, and (ii) a table mapping only the current grid’s
block IDs to data (a subset of the full block lookup table).

At any one point, the visualization tool is holding the data for a
single grid by using a set of current block IDs, CB, held in a table.
When switching volumes, NEA loads the grid for the new volume,
which contains a set of new block IDs, NB. The set of blocks to
keep in memory (k), the set of blocks to be loaded in (l), and the
set of blocks to be safely discarded from memory (d), are defined

as follows.

k =CB∩NB

l = NB− k (1)

d =CB− k

This computation is done whether switching timesteps or runs, as
both movements through the ensemble are logically equivalent.
PCA inverse transformation is applied to data loaded from blocks l.
Once the data has finished loading, the new volume is rendered. The
user can interact with the volume with the typical rotation, zoom-
ing, and panning. Block loading only occurs once when a volume
is loaded, and not during interaction.

Another benefit of the codebook’s block streaming capability is
it simplifies the process of ensemble agreement visualization. At
any timestep, the user can press the A key to see agreement for that
timestep across all runs. That is, viewing agreement for a column
in the conceptual ensemble grid. For agreement visualization, block
data need not be loaded into memory. Because blocks have already
been compared, the visualization tool only needs to detect which
IDs occur in each location of a grid. Grids are much smaller than the
original volume, and thus require much less time for comparison.

This process is straightforward. The current volume, located at
some run rc and timestep t, is used as a reference point. The grids
for all volumes in runs r ∈ R and time step t are loaded, and a
“running total” grid is initialized. The block ID at each location
i, j,k is compared between each grid and the reference point. For
every match, the value in location i, j,k in the running total grid
is incremented. After each grid has been compared, the sums in
the running total grid are divided by the total number of runs R
to show agreement as a percentage of runs with the same block
IDs. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the visualization component
displaying agreement with run 1, timestep 48 as the reference.

4. Performance and Results

We tested the NEA processing and visualization components. We
chose parameters to first show how the processing component re-
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Figure 5: Visualizing agreement across runs. The left image shows the volume at run 3, timestep 45. This is one of the more turbulent
timesteps for the superstorm simulation. Still, the ensemble exhibits a high degree of agreement, shown on the right. Areas around edges of
the storm front disagree while the large area within the storm contains similar values across runs.

Block Decimal PCA
Size Places Components

4×4×4 -1 1/2
8×8×8 0 1/4

16×16×16 1 1/8
8×8×1 2 1/16
List of all possible PCA components:

4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048

Table 1: The parameters modified for testing the NEA processing
component. These choices cover a wide spectrum of the possible
configurations for NEA. The choices for number of PCA compo-
nents are listed as fractions because the number of possible PCA
components is dependent on the number of elements in a chosen
block size. For example, given a block size of 8× 8× 8, there are
512 elements. The number of PCA components then varies between
512/2 = 256, 512/4 = 128, and so on. Computing this for each
block size results in the list given above. Each combination of the
parameter choices was tested, resulting in 64 test codebooks for
each data reduction type.

duces data size for a large ensemble in Section 4.1, and then tested
the resultant size’s sensitivity to input parameters in Section 4.2.
Section 4.3 shows the visualization component’s performance and
effectiveness at managing the working set and the trade-offs be-
tween input parameters, as well as a comparison with existing tools.
Due to these complex trade-offs, we created a profiling script that
estimates “good” values for the input parameters by sampling the
data, described in Section 4.4. Using these values, users do not need
to conduct a trial-and-error parameter space search.

4.1. Large Ensembles

The superstorm ensemble depicts a storm covering the eastern
half of the United States between the 12th and 13th of March,
1993 [SZD∗10]. The ensemble consists of 112 runs containing 49
timesteps each. Each volume contains 114 variables of differing

dimensionality. We extracted the three-dimensional humidity vari-
able, which has an extent of 254× 254× 37. We processed a seg-
ment of the extracted dataset consisting of all timesteps in 40 runs,
or 1960 total volumes. The original size for this segment of the
dataset was 17.4 GB; each extracted volume was 9.1 MB.

To test processing, we ran with following configuration: a 4×
4× 4 block size, -1 decimal place approximation (i.e. rounding to
the nearest tens), and 8 PCA components. The small block size
combined with high tolerance for matching was chosen to push the
algorithm to greatly deduplicate and compress the data. The dedu-
plication processing stage took 7 hours, 22 minutes, and 41 sec-
onds on a machine with 2x Intel Xeon E5-2670 CPUs at 2.6 GHz
and 256 GB memory. The following PCA application stage took 7
minutes and 8 seconds. During processing, maximum memory us-
age occurred during the PCA stage, using 77 GB. After processing,
the resulting PCA codebook was 2.5 GB in size, a 6.96x reduc-
tion in size. A comparison between the original data and the code-
book data for the volume at run 1, timestep 39 is shown in Figure
4. Note that although compression artifacts exist for the regener-
ated volume shown, all large-scale (and some small-scale) features
across the ensemble are still presented fairly accurately despite be-
ing stored at almost 14% the original size.

4.2. Parameter Sensitivity

To test the processing pipeline’s sensitivity to input parameters,
we created a set of options that target a range of possible con-
figurations. The user has direct control over three parameters: (i)
the block size used when dividing volumes and deduplicating, (ii)
the number of decimal places rounded before hashing, and (iii) the
number of components used in PCA. Table 1 shows the four pos-
sible values for each parameter, resulting in 64 total test configura-
tions for each method of data reduction. The number of components
for PCA is a function of the chosen block size. That is, for a given
block size a× b× c where n = abc, n is the maximum number of
available components in PCA. Any value chosen for the number of
components to keep after PCA must be ≤ n. For testing, we chose
four fractional values of n that represented realistic choices of the
number of components to keep. For example, with a block size of
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Figure 6: Plot showing resultant codebook size as a function of
block size, decimal place, and number of PCA components. Block
size is shown by color. For each block size, four lines are drawn
showing the number of PCA components kept. As the number of
components kept is reduced, the overall effect of both block size
and decimal place are less important.

4× 4× 4, n = 64 and a PCA component choice of 1/2 results in
64/2 = 32 components kept.

There is a set of important trade-offs between the different
user parameters and the resultant codebook size and visualiza-
tion performance. Figure 6 summarizes these trade-offs. Smaller
block sizes deduplicate more effectively. This is straightforward as
smaller block sizes require fewer values to be compared. The num-
ber of decimal places used for approximating before hashing affects
the degree of deduplication as well.

However, the relative effect of both block size and decimal place
on the final codebook size is less pronounced as the number of PCA
components is reduced. The final codebook size is more closely
linked to the number of components than the other two parameters.
This is shown by the naturally grouped lines in Figure 6.

While smaller block sizes deduplicated better and ultimately pro-
vided the smallest codebooks, they require a much denser grid
representation for rebuilding volumes. For example, with a block
size of 4× 4× 4, there are 64× 64× 10 = 40960 blocks per
254× 254× 37 superstorm volume (see Section 3.2). Each block
requires a 4-byte integer for holding a block ID, totaling 160 KB
per volume. With a set of 1960 volumes as described in Section 4.1,
this results in 306.25 MB for holding the grid alone.

The effect of this is that initial reads from the memory mapped
codebook are slow for small block sizes, as it seeks through the
table to access many small bits of data. Data loading is gradually
accelerated by disk cache. On the other hand, larger block sizes
have must faster access times at start, but are not accelerated as
much by disk cache.

Figure 7: The visualization performance tests used these patterns
to simulate different methods of exploring an ensemble. The left
pattern is visualizing sequential time steps in a single run, while
the right is visualizing one time step across multiple runs.

4.3. Visualization Performance

We measured the performance of the visualization component
when rendering four codebooks selected from the test suite de-
scribed in Section 4.1. We tested using a laptop with an Intel Core
i7-2630QM CPU at 2.0 GHz and 8 GB memory. This is a memory
machine ratio of 512:1 (see Section 2.3)

The two performance tasks were: (i) visualize time steps sequen-
tially across a single run, and (ii) visualize a single time step across
multiple runs. Figure 7 shows these test patterns in the context of
the 2D ensemble grid. These patterns were chosen to resemble nat-
ural exploration of an ensemble.

For each task, memory usage and disk read activity were
recorded using the Python memory_profiler module and the
iostat Linux command line tool. Before each test, disk cache
was erased to remove any bias from previous testing. The same
tasks were performed with VisIt on the original data as a baseline
for comparison. A short script was written using VisIt’s Python API
to automate the process for each task.

Figure 8a shows plots of disk activity and memory usage during
task (ii) for a codebook with block size 4×4×4, 1 decimal place,
and 8 PCA components. Memory usage is bounded at an upper
limit, approximately 2 GB, determined by the block size, grid size,
and degree of deduplication. Note that as the disk cache is popu-
lated with blocks, visualization accelerates dramatically; the time
between each spike in memory usage is successively shorter.

On the other hand, Figure 8b shows task (i) for a codebook with
block size 16×16×16. Though task (i) requires more volumes to
be loaded (since there are 49 time steps as opposed to 40 runs),
the test completed quicker than task (ii) due to less seek time in the
codebook. Additionally, there were fewer blocks per volume to load
and reconstruct, allowing for quicker access from the codebook.

Figure 8c shows VisIt running task (i). Completion time was
faster than the visualization component with a block size of 16×
16×, but memory growth was unbounded. With either block size
in the visualization component, memory usage was bounded based
upon the input parameters chosen. The data segmentation also al-
lows for disk cache to accelerate the visualization process.

In these tests, the primary measurement is load and reconstruc-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8: Disk read activity and memory usage for the tasks de-
scribed in Section 4.3. Plot (a) shows task (ii) for a codebook
with 4× 4× 4 block size. Initial reads were slow when seeking
through the dense grid representation, but accelerated as the blocks
remained in cache. Plot (b) shows task (i) for a codebook with
16× 16× 16 block size. Access times are much quicker overall,
but do not accelerate as dramatically as 4× 4× 4. Plot (c) shows
VisIt running task (i). Although completion time was faster, memory
grew without bound.

tion time. In other words, how long it took to respond to an en-
semble traversal request. Once the disk cache had been populated,
the smaller 4× 4× 4 block size was capable of loading and re-
constructing roughly one volume per second. The 16× 16× 16
block size codebook was able to load a volume in six seconds in
the outset, and eventually reach one volume per three seconds as
disk cache was populated. This measurement is different from the
traditional frames per second (fps) measure generally used for ren-
dering performance. With the visualization tool, the fps is not tied
to the parameters used for the codebook.

4.4. Profiling

We provide a heuristic to aid choosing parameters based on sam-
pled regions of the data, since choosing optimal parameters for the
NEA processing component may be challenging. During testing,
we chose a wide range of parameter values that allowed for explo-
ration of the parameter space. These heuristics are based on sam-
pled regions of the dataset as processing the full dataset repeatedly
is too expensive.

We wrote a profiling script that provides an estimate for two val-
ues: the final codebook size, and the amount of memory required
during visualization. When profiling, the processing component
takes several random non-overlapping samples from the ensemble
space instead of processing the entire ensemble. Sampled regions
are randomly chosen from anywhere in the ensemble space, with a
size ranging from 2×2 to 3×3 runs and time steps. Figure 9 shows
an example of sampled regions in the ensemble space, highlighted
in green. The number of samples taken is controllable; the default
is to sample until at least 10% of the ensemble space is covered.
These regions allow for deduplication across runs and time steps to
be tested.

Only the volumes within the sampled regions are sent for a trial
deduplication run. After deduplicating, the final codebook size is
estimated using the function

Scb = Sod
Brem

Btot
R+Sg

where Sod is the size of the original data; Sg is the calculated
size of the grid representation; Brem and Btot are the number of
blocks remaining after deduplication and the total possible num-
ber of blocks, respectively; and R is the estimated PCA reduction
calculated as

R = 2
EPCA
Etot

where EPCA is the number of PCA components kept, and Etot is the
number of elements in a block. The amount of memory required
for visualization is estimated with the function

Mvis =
115200

Etot
+200

This function was determined by curve-fitting (r2 = 0.986) the
maximum memory recorded during the tests in Section 4.3.

The profiling script allows for large swaths of the parameter
space to be tested quickly. After the trial runs are complete, the best
n (configurable; 3 by default) results are shown. From here, users
may choose the set of parameters that provides the best codebook
size and memory requirement to suit their machine.

4.5. Other techniques

To demonstrate the use of another technique, we tested with
wavelet compression instead of PCA. Discrete wavelet transform
(DWT) is commonly used to transform 2-dimensional image data,
but is easily extended into 3 dimensions as it is a separable filter.
We use a standard implementation of wavelet compression con-
sisting of wavelet transformation, thresholding and quantizing, and
run-length encoding.
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Figure 9: Example of sample regions randomly selected from the
ensemble space when profiling. Regions range from 2× 2 to 3× 3
in size. Deduplication is done only on these regions to save time
and provide an estimate of resultant codebook size with the given
parameters.

Our implementation uses the Haar wavelet for performance dur-
ing compression and decompression. This, however, limits block
sizes to powers-of-2 dimensions. The number of transformation
levels for each block in dimension d is then equal to log2(d).
Soft thresholding is applied using a scaled Universal Threshold,
λ

u
n =

√
2log(n)σ̂, proposed by Donoho et al [DJ94], where n is

the number of data points or voxels. The threshold is scaled by
σ̂ = 2 100−q

100 MAD, where q ∈ [0,100] is a user-supplied quality pa-
rameter and MAD is the median absolute deviance of the wavelet
coefficients, to allow for configurable compression strength. After
thresholding and quantization, wavelet coefficients are entropy en-
coded and run-length Huffman encoded into a byte stream using
the encoding models proposed by Guthe and Straßer [GWGS02].

Figure 10 shows two example renders of wavelet compressed
data. The left codebook used a 16× 16× 16 block size, 2 decimal
place approximation, and 99% wavelet quality, and compressed to
1.5 GB, an 11.6x reduction. The right codebook used a much more
aggressive parameter set: 8× 8× 8 block size, -1 decimal places,
and 50% quality. It compressed to 345 MB, a 51.65x reduction,
albeit at great cost to data quality. In general, wavelet compression
provided much higher compression ratios even with very high qual-
ity parameters.

Most codebooks were under a gigabyte in size, showing over
17x reduction in size. However, due to the quantization, there are
always discontinuous artifacts present, especially between block
borders. This could be alleviated either with implementations of
other wavelets during transformations, or with a different encoding
method. Wavelet compression and inverse transformation were a
much more computationally demanding process. Larger block sizes
fared much better than smaller ones. Due to the grid density with
small block sizes, the inverse transform became unmanageable dur-
ing visualization.

4.6. Data Quality

To measure the variation of data quality as a function of codebook
parameters, we measured the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of
various renders from the visualization component. PSNR is a stan-
dard measurement technique for quality in the image processing
and data compression fields. Here, we use renders from a single

Codebook configuration Codebook
size (GB)

PSNR (dB)

PCA 16× 16× 16 block size, 0
decimal places, 256 components

2.8 28.27

PCA 4× 4× 4 block size, 1 deci-
mal place, 8 components

4.9 27.63

Wavelet 16× 16× 16 block size,
2 decimal places, 99% quality

1.5 29.74

Wavelet 8× 8× 8 block size, -1
decimal places, 50% quality

0.34 20.86

Table 2: PSNR values for renders of various codebooks compared
to the original data. The same viewpoint was used for each render.
The codebooks presented here used stronger parameters choices.
In each case, the last timestep from the first run was used.

viewpoint for four different codebooks that used strong compres-
sion parameters.

Table 2 shows the PSNR for renders from a single viewpoint
for four different codebooks. The chosen codebooks used stronger
parameters to highlight the typical PSNR for heavily compressed
codebooks. Each render was of the last timestep from the first run
of the ensemble. This is during a turbulent part of the storm, where
most artifacts show up. PCA performs fairly well as does a high
quality wavelet transformation.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented NEA, a navigable ensemble analysis
and visualization tool. Ensemble analysis has been a long-standing
challenge for the visualization community, as ensemble data push
current algorithms with their size and complexity. We have shown
that using a new codebook structure, NEA can manage the work-
ing set of an ensemble visualization session with a fine degree of
control to enable interactive visual exploration of ensembles using
commodity hardware. Our approach combines existing methods of
data segmentation and duplicate removal with data reduction.

For future work, we would like to compare the use of locality-
sensitive hash algorithms to the current quantize-and-hash steps,
as well as several different data compression methods for block-
level reduction. Adaptive compression techniques may be used as
well. Our implementations for PCA and wavelet both use a fixed
and known transformation depending on the parameters chosen.
Instead, PCA components may vary on a per-block or region ba-
sis. Additionally, the pipeline could be used in coordination with
in-situ visualization. This would allow for processing data at sim-
ulation time to save only a reduced form of the data that can be
explored post-hoc.
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